
NOTRE DAME HOLY CROSS HIGH SCHOOL
Moharpara, North Pulinpur, Teliamura, Khowai

REF NO : NDHCHM/project / 002                                   date : 30/11/2020
Dear Students,  
Greetings from Notre Dame Holy Cross High school, Moharpara.
Please note the down the following project titles for the various subjects and the submission 
dates proper.  
Class V 
Subject  Topic 
English I Write the poem Thomas 

Alva Edison in an A4 
English II  Write a letter to your 

friend regarding pre
Christmas celebrations  

Bengali  পদ াংশসরাসহকাের
Hindi  (hand writing 10 pages) 

any chapter 
Science  Explain the layers of 

atmosphere
What are the three kinds 
of nerves and define them. 
( page 92)    

Social Studies  Describe the pollution  
and kinds of pollution 
with the help of diagram 

Mathematics  Write a conversion of time 
( page 209)
Write the classification of 
triangles according to the  
triangular ( 261

 
Timing for submission: 9 :30 AM to 12:30 PM Regards 

 Principal   
 
 
 

NOTRE DAME HOLY CROSS HIGH SCHOOL 
Moharpara, North Pulinpur, Teliamura, Khowai 

REF NO : NDHCHM/project / 002                                   date : 30/11/2020 

Greetings from Notre Dame Holy Cross High school, Moharpara. 
Please note the down the following project titles for the various subjects and the submission 

Topic  Date to submit  
Write the poem Thomas 
Alva Edison in an A4  

14/12/2020 
Write a letter to your 
friend regarding pre- 
Christmas celebrations   

14/12/2020 

পদ াংশ :- সকল দেশর সরা স ূন  কিবতা িচএ সহকাের িলখ.  
14/12/2020 

(hand writing 10 pages) 
any chapter  

14/12/2020 
Explain the layers of 
atmosphere- page 110 
What are the three kinds 
of nerves and define them. 
( page 92)     

14/12/2020 

Describe the pollution  
and kinds of pollution 
with the help of diagram  

 

Write a conversion of time 
( page 209) 
Write the classification of 
triangles according to the  
triangular ( 261-262 page )  

14/12/2020 

Timing for submission: 9 :30 AM to 12:30 PM  

Please note the down the following project titles for the various subjects and the submission 


